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Contemporary wilderness scholarship has tended to fall into two categories: 
the so -  called ‘fortress conservation’ and ‘co -  existence’ schools of thought. 
This collection, contending that this polarisation has led to a silencing and 
concealment of alternative perspectives and lines of enquiry, extends beyond 
these confines and in particular steers away from the dilemmas of considering 
the wild as paradise or paradox in order to advance an intellectual and policy 
agenda of plurality and diversity rather than of prescription and definition. 
We have thus undertaken to rethink wilderness and the wild, particularly 
through perspectives that have been most marginalised in wilderness thinking 
to date and extending beyond the Atlantocentric, Anglophone, and generally 
also anthropocentric arenas of scholarship and practice.

All of the chapters herein focus on areas that have been marginal, and 
marginalised, in wilderness scholarship to date, particularly given the 
predominance of wildlife in the popular imagination, itself with an over-
whelming preference for the consideration of large mammals, and wilderness 
in the Global North, especially the United States (US). While we would not 
wish to dismiss the worth of those exercises, this anthology undertakes to cover 
the margins instead, taking to the ‘edgelands’ (Harris) of the world: to Australia 
and Aoteoroa/New Zealand in the Antipodes, to the frigid laval deserts of the 
northern climes of Iceland (Arnason), and sinking beneath the surface to 
subterranean waters (Bible and Howard). This anthology extends beyond the 
documentation of species numbers, land areas and statistical relationships – 
although it does some of this too (see Bartel and Branagan; Bartel, Hine and 
Morgan) – to embodied experiences and first -  person narratives (Barker; 
Collins and Thomson; Garnett), philosophical interrogations of accepted tenets 
(Lynch and Norris; Utley; Mathews) and also the role of artistry and creative 
expression, thereby demonstrating the story -  telling ability of the arts and 
humanities, and their cogency in transforming worldviews at individual and 
collective levels (Branagan; Harris).

We have a strong commitment to nurturing a debate that includes Indi-
genous perspectives and knowledges and thus also addresses the under - 
 examined role of First Peoples and how this recognition must transform how 
wilderness is conceptualised. The First Nations’ perspectives included and 
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examined in this collection suggest not only that the wilderness is not human - 
 free but is in fact inter -  dependent upon humans for its very nature – in much 
the same way that we are dependent upon it (Barker; Collins and Thompson; 
see also Orion; Mathews). Several chapters challenge the human -  free 
wilderness ideal, and Bible and Howard argue that ‘the hegemonic Western 
worldview sometimes still classifies wilderness areas through the restriction of 
human interaction, as does the occasional well -  meaning environmentalist’ 
(Chapter 2). Much harm is ascribed to this ideal, which is interrogated as 
resting on an indefensible human/nature binary (or nature/culture dualism, 
see Collins and Thompson, or divide, see Bible and Howard), whose origins 
are attributed to Christianity by Bible and Howard, to the Enlightenment by 
Orion, to language by Barker, to pre -  Christian worldviews by Lynch and 
Norris, and to a combination of all of these by Bartel and Branagan. In 
Wilderness and the American Mind, Roderick Nash (1982, 343) suggested that ‘a 
society must become technological, urban and crowded before a need for wild 
nature makes economic and intellectual sense’. Lynch and Norris (Chapter 
12) trace the roots of the illusion earlier, to settlement and agriculture, arguing 
that efforts to control wilderness have been just another misguided attempt to 
domesticate nature. Given our interdependency with nature, such actions, 
according to the authors, will destroy us. As Max Oelschlaeger (1991, 8) 
succinctly stated, ‘we are paradoxically destined to fail through our own 
success’. Far from success, the human/(non -  human) nature binary has led to 
prosaic and perverse consequences – not only in misadventure in the 
wilderness for the lost but also the projection onto wilderness of all that is 
feared and unknown (Barker). This imagined reality has then supported a very 
real subjugation, whether as resource, for timber, tourism, mining, ecosystem 
services, reflection or recreation (Bartel and Branagan), or to facilitate a well - 
 intentioned human need for self -  efficacy – to ‘do something’ about ecological 
crises (Utley).

As noted by Bartel and Branagan (Chapter 7), the recognition of First 
Nations’ long, prior occupation and shaping of wilderness is long overdue, as is 
embracing non -  binary definitions of wilderness. Most importantly, in terms of 
rethinking, is that wilderness and the wild can mean the opposite to the 
conservation ideal: according to First Nations’ worldviews, wilderness areas 
and ‘wild’ country are those areas that have been neglected and require mutual 
tending and respect (Lynch and Norris), place care (Bartel, Hine and Morgan) 
stewardship (Orion) and caring for country (Barker; Collins and Thomson). 
Areas both within and outside traditional preserved areas may fall within this 
definition, due to the absence of proper human care. If country is loved, and 
its stories known, it is not, and can never be, a wilderness (see Collins and 
Thompson; Barker). In recognising this relationality, a greater appreciation of 
human agency in caring for country and place may be afforded. This may be 
within protected areas (Orion) or outside, including urban environs (Bartel, 
Hine and Morgan). Perhaps more significantly non -  human agency may also 
be foregrounded, including the role and the agency of wilderness itself (Lynch 
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and Norris). This could be an abiotic and uninhabited wilderness (Anderson), 
an intelligent wilderness, appreciating in particular the agency of plants, and 
thereby also correcting zoocentrism (see Ryan, and also Orion, the latter 
chapter a rehabilitation of the much -  maligned invasive species). It could also 
be a more -  than -  human, ‘artificial’ intelligence (Mackey), or a dynamic 
(Orion), self -  willed and beyond -  human wild (Utley). These chapters adroitly 
challenge anthropocentric notions of intelligence and agency, addressing, in 
the words of the Tiddas song Happy Earth: ‘Every day, ignorance from 
everyone’ (Bennett et al. 1992).

A note on the arrangement

The book is arranged in sections of what (stories we tell), how (practices of 
relationships and reciprocity), and why (new and different wilds beyond their 
current forms). This multi -  disciplinary volume aims for a broad readership 
including academics, advocates and activists, as well as policy makers and 
practitioners and all those interested in caring more for our world. For these 
groups, understanding change to the ‘what’, ‘how’ and ‘why’ of wilderness is 
important in that they inform our understanding of what wilderness is and 
should be, how it may be created, for whom, where, and for what purpose 
and ultimate consequence. Cross -  cutting each section are the themes of conflict, 
conservation and co -  existence. Table I.1 provides a guide, noting that many  chapters 
also explore more than one theme.

Table I.1 Broad arrangement of topics and themes in the collection by chapter

Rethinking Sections

Themes What How Why

Conflict Harris
Brooking

Bartel and Branagan
Orion

Lynch and 
Norris

Conservation Bible and Howard
Branagan

Arnason Mackey
Utley

Co -  existence Garnett
Collins and Thompson

Bartel, Hine and Morgan
Ryan

Mathews
Barker

Conflict is used as an umbrella -  term to describe various endeavours devoted 
to ‘conquering’ the wilderness, particularly through colonisation and violent 
discord between Europeans and the ‘new’ world, including its peoples, and their 
practices and philosophies (Brooking; Harris). The attendant clash of ‘reality’ 
with the supposed ‘ideal’ has led to the destruction of nature and people, as in 
the Australian bushfires of 2019–2020 (Bartel and Branagan), and suboptimal 
biophysical outcomes even for protected area management (Orion), as well as, 
and perhaps ironically, our own demise as a species (Lynch and Norris).

The vacillant evolution of the colonists’ recognition of wilderness as cul-
tural landscape may be familiar to those in North America and elsewhere, but 
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perhaps not all would have heard of the history of Aoteoroa/New Zealand, a 
comparable but unique settler nation. Brooking (Chapter 6) describes how it 
was Māori, not Pākehā, who were responsible for the nation’s first National 
Park, and how Māori continue to lead the development of globally innovative 
legal arrangements such as the recent decision to recognise the personhood of 
the Whanganui River (see also Charpleix 2018).

Recognition of the contribution of First Nations to conservation1 practice 
is explored by Branagan (Chapter 3), and by Bible and Howard (Chapter 2) in 
the context of activism against hydropower and coal seam gas respectively. 
Arnason (Chapter 11) identifies that although these types of proposals are also 
controversial in Iceland, so are recreation and tourism. These enterprises may 
be perceived as more ‘environmentally friendly’ (see also Brooking, and also 
Garnett) but may be comparable in terms of deleterious impacts to the more 
controversial proposals for mining and logging. The latter two are also 
explored in this collection – by Bible and Howard (Chapter 2) – with case 
studies of the fight for the iconic old -  growth New South Wales (NSW) 
forests, undertaken from the 1970s to the 1990s, and the more recent 2013 
Bentley campaign against coal seam gas extraction.

Notions of ‘locking up’ areas as human -  free wilderness zones – rightly 
interrogated by numerous authors in this volume – have long been 
weaponised by opponents to conservation who seek to exploit natural 
resources, and are therefore deeply problematic terms in this sense also, as 
publicly reserved areas are unique in being open to all people whereas it is 
globalised, neo -  liberal capitalist privatisation (Utley; and see also Watson 2019) 
which has ‘locked up’ most landscapes to most people. And rather than 
heavily -  defended fortresses, the legal and political protections of wilderness are 
inherently fragile (examples of allowing mining in national parks are provided 
by Brooking, and also Garnett), and offer no guarantees for the environment 
(as the bushfires in Australia have demonstrated, see Bartel and Branagan).

For many and diverse reasons then, revitalised meanings of wilderness are 
needed in the future, explored by Mackey (Chapter 13) and particularly for 
rewilding as re -  interpreted by Utley (Chapter 14). Utley illuminates the 
cultivation of relationships that resist counter -  productive binaries and the 
presentism impeding inter -  generational equity inherent in political -  economic 
systems, and Mackey (Chapter 13) explores the potential of the Machinacene: 
the impending age of artificial intelligence.

Co -  existence approaches, based on incorporating both humans and nature, 
first developed from apex predator, charismatic and keystone species 
conservation in wildlife programs in southern Africa (Frank et al. 2019; Miller 
et al. 2011) and have now expanded to all areas, in concert with more 
participatory approaches generally (Weir 2012). These have progressively 
broken down the boundaries – both physical and cultural – that have been 
placed around wilderness, that have impeded not only our understanding, but 
also environmental and social justice (see Barker; Collins and Thompson), as 
well as our individual embodied experience and enjoyment (see Garnett). 
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Imagining ourselves into pre -  colonial and pre -  human pasts may facilitate the 
envisioning of alternative futures, as suggested by Garnett’s (Chapter 4) ethno - 
 inductive rumination on the educative and existential potentials of deep 
immersion.

Drawing on ancient Chinese wisdom as well as First Nations’ traditions, 
Mathews looks beyond recent pre -  occupations with biodiversity to offer new 
lawlands of enfolded humanatures, combining the sacred with the moral and 
the ethical. Collins and Thompson (Chapter 5) provide an example for how 
these lawlands are already being practised in Indigenous protected areas. 
Several of the chapters in this category demonstrate how these practices and 
philosophies must extend beyond the boundaries to co -  existence everywhere 
(Bartel, Hine and Morgan), everywhen (Utley), and with the broader 
‘everyone’: human and non -  human alike (Ryan).

A concluding editorial reflection

The idea for this anthology arose from a shared wish to mark the anniversary 
of the publication of Wilderness in Australia, by Peter Helman, Alan Jones, 
John Pigram and Jeremy Smith (1976). That publication inspired successful 
wilderness activism (Somerville 2005, 103), as reported here by Bible and 
Howard in northern NSW, which in turn influenced the Franklin Blockade 
described by Branagan (Chapter 3). It also made a significant contribution to 
policy (Prineas, 1983). However, in the time elapsed there has been much 
greater recognition accorded to First Nations’ perspectives of wilderness in 
Australia and globally. The Anthropocene (the Age of Extinction, according 
to Bible and Howard, this volume) has also since been recognised as having 
commenced (see Steffen et al., 2015): an epoch defined by global human 
impact, where few if any places may be described as being free of human 
harm (Arnason; Lynch and Norris), and where human and nature are 
indelibly, irrefutably and irrevocably linked. Thus, the human/nature binary 
is revealed again as absurd, and our fragility made starkly evident. We are 
reminded again of our vulnerability, if we needed any further prompts, by 
COVID -  19 (Barker).

The challenge for addressing the ecological grief (Utley) we are experi-
encing, alongside growing disorientation, disconnection, alienation and 
fragmentation (Lynch and Norris), is met here through the charting of oppor-
tunities for reconnection and reorientation, via recognition and reckoning, 
reawakening and respect (Barker; Mathews; Collins and Thomson). This may 
be through rewilding, in its radical sense (Utley), through furthering vital 
interconnections (Arnason; Mackey), and by doing away with dualism alto-
gether (Bartel and Branagan; Collins and Thompson).

Critically, such an exploration demonstrates that there are a diversity of 
views, and no ‘one -  size -  fits -  all’ wilderness concept. It would be inappropriate 
to transfer wilderness ideas across space, from the US to Iceland (Arnason), or 
to Australia (Collins and Thompson, Garnett, see also Mackey), just as it was 
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misguided to apply human -  free ideas (and ideals) to the US in the first place 
(Orion), or for that matter to perpetuate ideas across time: from earliest 
settlement to the present (Lynch and Norris).

Rather we need to appreciate context and adopt place -  based approaches 
(and assemblages, see Ryan), such as the ‘lawlands’ of Mathews (Chapter 15). 
These chapters chart inspirational and viable ways forward from racist dualism 
to an ethic of reconnected caring for country. In contrast to the more limited 
definitions of yore – dependent on various binaries and hailing from a fairly 
narrow range of voices – this collection reveals a multi -  faceted and contin-
gent wilderness alive with agency, diversity and plural possibility (Orion; 
Utley). A rethought wilderness and the wild – in all its complex, nuanced, 
inter -  connected nature – is essential. We hope that this volume, like its 1976 
predecessor, inspires activism, reflection, new policy, and paradigmatic shifts 
towards more cared -  for country.

Note
1 Protection, conservation and preservation have been ascribed very different 

meanings (see Callicott and Mumford 1997). Conservation may be thought of as 
referring to practices that conserve resources for wise use, preservation to the 
safeguarding of intrinsic values irrespective of utility to humans, and protection to 
consideration of both environmental health and human safety and wellbeing (as, for 
example, in pollution control). However, such differences may have been over-
stated (see Norton 1986) and as conservation is the most commonly used term, it 
has been adopted here, and also in the title, despite its resourcist connotations. The 
various terms may also be used interchangeably here, again reflecting popular usage.
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